Welcome to the Live Stream Studio
Now more than ever it’s so vital that we stay connected with each other
and communicate with our colleagues and teams. We want to bring you an
alternative way of hosting an event that allows you to connect with your team
and deliver Hybrid Events- virtual meetings and conference that are engaging,
interactive and most importantly safe.
What exactly is a Hybrid Event?
1.

A Hybrid Event is simply an event that is online
or virtual as opposed to having a physical
conference where everyone attends in person.

4.

We can guarantee an exceptionally highquality connection and sound provided by the
team at All Event Productions who will be on
site to manage the technical aspects. Your
event will be seamless and ultra-professional
with a wide variety of backdrops suited to your
event.

5.

In this post Covid world we are trying to adapt
to the ‘new normal’ lots of companies are
concerned over hosting events especially
if there are potentially 100’s of attendees.
Instead of cancelling the event completely a
Hybrid Event allows you the host your event
in a safe and efficient manner by experts who
can guarantee the smooth running of the
event and the health and safety of delegates.

What are the benefits of a Hybrid Event?
1.

Physical conferencing may be a challenge
for larger events due to social distancing
measures currently in place. Hybrid events
can range from small question-and-answer
sessions to large-scale conferences with
hundreds of attendees.

2.

Delegates to the virtual event can experience
the event and its content online rather than
gathering in-person.

3.

Our Hybrid Event set up will allow for up to 4
delegates to present live on screen from The
Heritage and share presentations with viewers.
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How It Works

Q&A

Pre-Event Planning - On Site or Online meeting
to plan presentation material and Backdrop
information, photos and branding. All details of your
transmission method such as Zoom, Teams, Youtube
Live etc. will be finalised and your attendee’s
invitations processed.

Question and answer sessions will be run either as
live questions from the online audience or through a
moderator on the live chat facilities on the platforms.

What we Offer

All events can be recorded for use afterwards in
further training or communications, if required

A safe, spacious, luxurious location to host all
types of online presentations and events from a
purpose-built Studio fitted with broadcast standard
production and streaming systems. The studio
space can host 4 presenters simultaneously while
maintaining social distance. Additional space is also
available in 5 adjoining breakout rooms for additional
presenters if required. as well as our Ballroom for live
soc1ally distanced events

Hybrid Events

On the Day
When you arrive on site your team will be met by our
team and shown to the studio area.
The Hotel’s hospitality staff will look after your
comfort and safety while you are with us and the
Studio Technical Team will guide you through the
process of presenting to your audience, and take
care of all the technical requirements to transmit
your slide and video content as well as live camera
mix so you can concentrate purely on delivering your
message professionally.

Live Event
Enough time will be provided for a rehearsal and 10
minutes prior to the live broadcast, all participants
and technical staff will be in place, ready for the
live transmission. This will be similar to your normal
presentations, but run with the online audience in
mind to ensure they feel connected to both you and
their colleagues.
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Recording

Larger Hybrid Events can be easily catered for in the
Heritage Hotel. Our large Ballroom, which is situated
below the Studio, can cater for up to 200 guests
with 2 metre social distancing. Live events can be
held comfortably in the Ballroom and simultaneously
streamed through the Studio to an online audience.
In addition to the Studio Space which can cater for 4
presenters with 2 metre social distancing, additional
presenters or participants can be accommodated in
5 adjacent boardrooms which can be connected live
to the Sudio when required.
th running of the event and the health and safety of
delegates.

To make an enquiry about hosting your own Hybrid
Event in our Studio then please forward your enquiry
to Orla Delaney odelaney@theheritage.com and we
can discuss options with you.
For Technical Queries please contact Martin Cullinan
- All Event Productions 087 255 6829; email
martin@alleventproductions.com
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